DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FROM
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE
DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY

TYPE OF ACTION: Add X Change _____ Abolish ________

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO: Line Office Assistant Administrator & Staff Office Directors

TYPE OF AUTHORITY: Administrative

AUTHORITY TO DO WHAT: Authorize all Line Officer (LO) Assistant Administrators and Staff Office (SO) Directors to make adverse agency impact determinations and decisions to terminate Alternative Work Schedules (AWS) arrangements. The delegation from the USEC will then redelegated from LO/SO to local management when appropriate.

RESERVED AUTHORITY: There will be no further delegation than two levels below the Line Office Assistant Administrators or the Staff Office Directors.

EFFECT ON OTHER DELEGATIONS: The delegation provides a clear delegation of authority from the head of NOAA to authorize all LO/SO to terminate alternative work schedules arrangements when the schedule has had an adverse impact on achieving the agency mission.

CLEARANCE BY: NOAA General Counsel Date

APPROVING OFFICIAL: Neil A. Jacobs, Ph.D. Date
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Environmental Observation and Prediction Performing the Duties of Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

11/10/20